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This document summarizes the status and the contents of the lately
revised version of KEDAK. This report supersedes the previous report
KFK 2234.
Stand der nuklearen Datenbibliothek KEDAK-3 Juli 1979
Zusammenfassung
Dieser Bericht gibt eine tibersicht über den Stand und den Inhalt




Status of the evaluation for different KEDAK-3
materials
Table 2
List of contents of KEDAK-3
Table 3 :






The revised version of the Karlsruhe nuclear data library KEDAK-3 was
released in July 1919. In s the status of KEDAK-3 is documented.
This report supersedes the previous report 1I1 on this subject.
In Table I changes made in KEDAK with respect to the preV10US version of
KEDAK /2, 3/ are indicated. Bes these changes for all materials on
KEDAK atomic weights and abundancy values have been revised. These da ta
have been taken from Wapstra and Gove and de Bievre /5/. In the energy
region where the neutron elastic scattering i8 isotrope in the center of
the mass system the value of ~t are corrected for all the isotopes. For
fissile and fertile materials the consistency between resonance parameters
and point cross sections stored on KEDAK have been generated /6/.
Table 2 gives a list of contents of KEDAK-3 and the nomenclature of the
da ta type on KEDAK is given in Table3. The relationship among the
redundant data on KEDAK is as foliows:
absorption cross section (SGA)
0ab • o(n,y) + o(n,f) + o(n,p) + o(n,d) + o(n,a)
non-elastic cross section (SGX)
o 3 cr b + o(n,n') + 0(n,2n) + 0(n,3n)
non a
transport cross section (SGTR)
cr • 0 - cr(n n)'~tr t ' t
It should be noted that the KEDAK-definition of the absorption cross
section differs from that of CINDA. In KEDAK 0ab contains all those
processes 1n which no neutron appears in the exit channel. The only
exception i8 0f which i8 included in 0ab'
For the users of KEDAK reference i8 made to the KEDAK management and
processing codes /7-12/ and related publication /13/.
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Only ISOTI and 150T2 are available.
1971: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Revision of data for 0t above
700 keV, ° throughout thec
energy range (0.001 eV to 15
MeV), angular distribution for
elastic seattering and ~l'
1975: 0t and o(n,n) revised below
700 keV, for HOl.
1975: Data extended to 15 MeV and
revised for oe' 0t' on and
0(n,2n) above 1 keV.
Data eompleted to 15 MeV.
Data extended to 15 MeV.
1971: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Revision of data for o(n,n'),
o(n,p), o(n,~), 0(n,3~) and
4 levels of inelastie seattering.
1975: Data revised for ° above 1 eVe







N Only angular distributions of neutron 3
elastie seattering for 48 energies be-













1975: Dsts extended to 15 MeV.
Dats revised for scattering
cross sections, 0 , o(n,p).
c
o(n,d) and o(n •
1970: Data extended to 15 MeV. New
evaluation for o(n,p), 0 .a),
o(n,2n) and 0 above I MeV.
c
1971: Reevaluation of resonance data
in the energy range 1 keV to
60 keV.
1975: Scattering data revised above
4 MeV and 0 revlsed between
c
60 keV and 1 MeV.
1967 - 1969: Reevaluation of data for
resolved and statistical reso-
nance parameter. elastic scat-
tering and its angular distri-
bution above 100 keV.
1975: Data for 5.9 keV resonance re-
vised.a revised between 0.1 eVc
and 7 keV. The data for o(n,n'),
a(n,p) and o(n.a) are also modi-
fied above 10 MeV.
Data originates from UNC-SOG7 (1963)






















1970: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Data improved for 0 above
c
I MeV and for o(n,p), o(n,a)
and 0(n,2n).
1975: Data revised for 0 above 100
c
keV and o(n,n') above 4 MeV.
1978: New evaluation up to 300 keV.
No resonance parameters
available.
Only data for resonance parameters,
o(n,p), o(n,a), 0(n,2n), ISOTI and
I80T2 are available.
1970: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Reevaluation of 0 above I MeVc
and of o(n,p), o(n.a) and
0(n.2n)
1978: New evaluation up to 300 keV.
No resonance parameters
available.
Only data for resonance parameters.
o(n,a), 0(n,2n), ISOTI and ISOT2
are available.
Only data for o(n,p), o(n,a),
average level spacing, ISOTI and
ISOT2 are available.
1970: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Reevaluation of 0 above
c:
I MeV and of o(n,p), o(n,a)
and 0(n,2n).
1975: a revised above 200 keV.
c:



















1978: New evaluation 20
Only data for resonance parameters, 15

















Only data for resonance parameters,
o(n,p), o(n,a), 0(n,2n). ISOTI and
I50T2 are available.
1978: o(n,y)
1970: Data extended to 15 MeV.
Reevaluation of 0 abovec
1 MeV, and of a(n,p), a(n,a)
and 0(0,20).
Data available only for resonance
parameters, o(n,p), a(n,a), 0(n,2n),
15011 and 15012.










-U 235 1973: New evaluation of \I and a11 2, 21 , 22
other data above the resolved
resonance region.
1975: New evaluation of O'f and O't
above 100 keV.
U 237 1977: Partial evaluation 23
U 238 1975: Extensive revision of a11 data 2, 22
Np 237 1977: New evaluation 24
Pu 238 1974: New evaluation 25
Pu 239 1975: Extensive revision of most of 2, 22
the data
Pu 240 1975: New evaluation of resonance 22, 26, 27
parameters and capture cross
section between 4 keV and 1 MeV
Pu 241 1978: New evaluation of fission and 22, 27, 28
capture cross sections below
300 keV
Pu 242 1978: New evaluation of capture cross 27, 29
section below I MeV
TAßLE 2:
"' .."' _-*
'" H 1 •
••••********
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List of contents of KEDAK-3 (July 1979)























* H Hl •
•••********.
***.*****************.****
** AVAILABLE GATA TYPES **
*************.*"'**••"'*.*.*
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUHEN T( SJ
ARGJ- FUNCT. OF OATA ARGUMEI\T( SJ WITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALU ES ITEIoIS FIRST LAST F UNC T. \lAlUE
AASTATUS 1 ! 81
MUEL 1 1 21 1.COOOOE-03 1.5000GE+07
SGA 1 1 lue 1.000(,0 E-03 1.50U()OE+07
SGALP 1 1 2 1.00000[-03 1.50000E+07 All FUNCTIONAL \IALUES ARE ZERO
SGG 1 1 100 1.00000E-03 1.500COE+07
SGI 1 1 2 1.OuOOOE-03 1.50000E+01 ALL F LNC TIONAl \lALl;ES ARE ZERO
SGN 1 1 77 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGNC 1 1 19 NA~E-OOMßINATIONS
SGP 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 All FUNCTIONIlL VALUI::S ARE ZERC
SGT 1 1 76 1.COOUO E-03 1.50000E+07
SGTR 1 1 81 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+0 7
SGx 1 1 100 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2f\ 1 1 Z 1.C'OüOOE-03 1.50000E+01 ALL FUNC TIONAL VAlUES ARE ZERO
************
11< H 01 •
*****......""*.*
.******.**.****.............*••***
.... AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
************... ***** ... *...***.*
NLJMBER Of NUMBER UST ARGU~ENTlSI
ARGU- FUNCT. OF DAT A ARGUMENT! S) il1 TH ZERO
TYPE r·1EN JS VALUES I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT • VAlUE
AASTATUS 1 1 90
MUH 1 1 26 I.D0000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGA 1 1 100 I.COOCCE-03 1.50000E~07
SGAlP 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 7 ALL FUNC TIONAL VALUES ARE ZERO
SGe 1 1 100 1.000uOE-03 1. 50000E+O 7
SGI 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 ALL fUNCTIONAL IIAlUES ARE ZERO
SGf\ 1 1 54 1.(;0000E-03 1.5GOOOE~01
SGNC 1 1 19 NAME-COMBINATIONS
SGP 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 All FUNCTIONAL IIALUES ARE ZERO
SGT 1 1 55 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+O 1
SGTR 1 1 66 1.00000E-03 1.50000 [+0 7
SGX 1 1 100 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 ALL fUNCTIONAL IIHUES ARE ZERO
**••••******
• H 2 *
.***********
- I I -
******************-*******

































1 I 23 1.0UOOOE-03 1.50000E+01
1 1 151 1.000COE-C3 1.50000E+01
1 1 2 I.COOOOE-03 1.50000E+07 All fUNCT lONAl VALUES ARE ZERG
1 1 151 I.OOCOOE-C3 1.50000E+01
1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 All FUNCT lONAL IJALUES AR!: ZERO
1 1 28 I.COOOOE-03 1.500COE+07
1 1 14 NAME-COMBINATICNS
1 l. 2 1.000('()E-03 1. 50liOOE+O 7 All FUNCTIONAL IJALUES ARE ZERO
1 1 27 l.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07
1 1 39 1.C0000E-03 1.50000E+07
1 1 141 1.OOOOOE-03 1.5000UE+01
1 1 31 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 3.33696E+06
"'***********
* HE 3 *
*********~lI:*
**************************

















































































ALL fUNCTIONAL VALUES ARE ZERO
All FUNCTIONAL VAlUES ARE ZERO
************
* HE 4 *
************
**************************
** AVAIlABlE DATA TYPES .*
**************************
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENTlSI
ARGU- FUNCT. Df DATA ARGUMENT( SI wlTH ZERO
TYPE t~ENT S VAlUES I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNC T• VALUE
AAST ATUS 1 1 27
I SOll 0 3 1
1 SOT2 0 3 1
MUEl 1 1 43 1.0uOOOE-03 1. 50000E+0 7
SGA 1 1 2 1.OOOiJOE-03 1.50000E+07 All fUNCT IONAL VAlUE:S ARE ZERO
SGG 1 1 2 I.COOOOE-03 1.50000E+07 All FUNC TIONAL IJAlUES ARE ZERO
SGI 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 All FUNCT ICNAl VALUES ARE ZeRO
SGN 1 1 53 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
S GNC 1 1 26 NAME-COMBINATIDNS
SGT 1 1 53 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGTR 1 1 62 1.00000E-C3 1. 50000E+C 7
SGx 1 1 2 I.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07 All FUNC l lONAl VALUES ARE ZERO
************




** AVAILABLE CATA TYPES **
**************************
Iable 2 cont.
NUMBER OF NUMBER lAST ARGlJMENH SI
ARGU- FUNC T. OF DAlA AR GU MEr. Tl SI \<11TH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VAlUES !TEMS FIRST LAST FUNC T. VAlUE
AASTATUS 1 1 90
I son 0 3 1
IS0T2 0 3 1
MUEl 1 1 156 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 7
RAr>GRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 14 2.07600E+06 1.20800E+07
2.00000E+00 0.0
2.50000E+OO 5.00000E-01
SGA 1 1 204 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+07
SGALP 1 1 58 9.99999E-04 1. 50000E +07 7.10000E+06
SOG 1 1 155 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGI 1 1 122 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 4.70000E+06
SGIZ 1 1 5 NAME-CGMßINATICNS
SGI3A 1 1 27 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+07 8.40000E+06
SGN L L 233 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+0 7
SGNC 1 1 42 NAME-CCMBINATICNS
SGP 1 L 3 9.99999E-04 1.500COE+07 1.45000E+07
SGT 1 1 219 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGIR 1 1 242 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGX 1 1 270 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+0 7
SG2N 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 7 All FUNCTIONAl VALUES ARE ZERO
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR TYPE=SGll
NUMBER LAS T ARGUMENT( S I
LEVEL OF DAT A ARGUMENT (S I \>11TH lERO
ENERGY I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCI. VAlUE
4.43000E+06 117 1.00000 E-O 3 1.50000E+07 4.70000E+06
7.65000E+06 4 1.00000E-03 1.50aOOE+01 8.40000E+06
9.66000E+06 12 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+07 1.04000E+07
1.08400E+07 6 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+01 1.16000E+07
1.18200E+07 4 9.99999E-04 1. 50000E+0 1 1. 28000E+O 7
***"''''******** N ..
************




























** AVAIlABlE DATA TYPES **
****.**************.******
NUMBER OF NU!'1BER LAST ARGUMENTlSJ
ARGU- FUNC I. OF OATA AflGUMENHSI WITH ZERO
HPE MENIS VALUES IIEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
AASTATUS 1 1 45
I SOH 0 3 1
lSOI2 0 3 1
MUH 1 1 215 1.00000E-OJ 1.50000 E+O 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 39 4.42000E+05 1.13000E+01
1.00000E+00 0.0
1.5JOOOE+OO 5.00000E-Ol
SGA 1 1 388 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGALP 1 1 219 1.00000 E-O 3 1.50000E+01 3.61000E+06
SGD 1 1 14 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 1.05260E+01
SGG 1 1 166 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGI 1 1 130 1.(;OOOOE-03 1.50000E+01 6.43400E+06
SGlZ 1 1 24 NAME-C(MBI~ATlCNS
SGN 1 1 401 1.0uOOOE-03 1.50000E+01
SGNC 1 1 131 NAME-CCMBINATICNS
SGP 1 1 32 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+ 0 1 1.024 10E+01
SG T 1 1 488 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGTR 1 1 495 1.QOOOOE-03 1.50000E+01
SGx 1 1 460 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SG2N 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 ALL FUNCT IONAL VALUES ARE ZERO




































































































































... NA 23 •
*••••••••***
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••*******.****.*****••••**.* AVAIlABlE GAlA TYPES *•
••••••••***••**.**••**••••
Table 2 cont .
NUMBER Of NUMBER LAST ARGUMENTlS I
ARGU- FUNCT • OF DATA ARGUMENT« SI ioUH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES ITEMS FIRST LAST fUNCT. VAlUE
AAST ATUS 1 1 160
I son 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
MUEl 1 1 116 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+G1
RANGElE S 0 4 1
RES 3 8 233 2.85000E+03 6.57500E+05
0.0 2.00000Ef-00
1.00000E+00 2.00COOE+00
SGA 1 1 719 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGAlP 1 1 167 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+07 5.11000E+06
SGG 1 1 516 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+Ol
SG I 1 1 246 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 4.60000E+05
SGIZ 1 1 7 NAME-CCMBINATIONS
SGN 1 1 839 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGNC 1 1 63 NAME-COMBINATlüNS
SGP 1 1 222 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 3.99000E+06
SGT 1 1 853 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+07
SGTR 1 L 863 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+Ol
SGx 1 1 826 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 12 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 1.3000(, E+O 7
ST 2 6 2 0.0 0.0
1.(.I(;000E+CO 2.00000E+00
STO 0 3
ADOIT IONAl I NFORMA TI ON FüR TYPE=SGI Z
NUMBER LAST ARGlJMENTl S,
lEVel OF DATA ARGUMENT! SI kITH ZERC
ENERGY ITEM S FIR ST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
4.39000E+05 216 1.00000E-03 4.COOOCE+06 4.600CCE+05
2.07800E+06 111 1.00000E-03 4.00000E+06 2.16000E+06
2.39300E+06 87 1.0COOOE-03 4.0000CE+Ct 2.50000E+06
2.64100E+06 52 1.00000E-03 4.000COE+06 2.80000E+06
2.70500E+06 66 1.00000E-03 4.000COE+06 2.82000E+06
2.98300E+06 41 1.000OOE-03 4.00000E+C6 3.0700CE+C6
3.68COOE+C6 8 1.0COOOE-03 4.00000E+C6 3.84000E+06
***"'********




** AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
**************************
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER DF NUMBER LAST ARGUI'IENT(SI
ARGU- FUNC T. OF DAlA ARGUMENT( S1 wlTH ZERC
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
AAST AlUS 1 1 81
ISOTl 0 3 1
I SOT2 0 3 1
MUEL 1 1 210 6.00000E-04 1. 50000E+0 7
RANGRE S 0 4 1
RES 3 8 62 5.90600 E+03 4.45000E+05
1.00000E+00 2.00000E+00
2.00000E+OO 3.00000E+00
SGA 1 1 340 6.00000E-04 1.50000E+07
SGAlP 1 1 59 6.COOOOE-04 1.50000E+07 6.100COE+06
SGG 1 1 2BO 6.00000E-04 1. 50000E+C 7
SGI 1 1 75 6.00000E-04 1.50000E+07 1.05000E+06
SGIZ 1 1 9 NAME-COMBINAT1ONS
SGN 1 1 339 6.00000E-C4 1.50000E+C7
SGNC 1 1 36 NAME-CCMBINATIONS
SGP 1 1 IJO 6.00000E-04 1.50000E+07 2.10000E+06
SGT 1 1 342 6.00000 E-04 1.50000E+07
SGTR 1 1 354 6.00000E-04 1. 50000E+ 07
SGx 1 1 313 6.000JOE-04 1.50000E+07
SG2fI. 1 1 4 6.000001:-04 1.50000E+07 1.39000E+07
ST 2 6 2 0.0 0.0
2.C0000E+00 3.COOOOE+CO
STO 0 3
ADD IT lONAl INFORMATION FüR TYPE=SGIZ
NUMBER LAST ARGL.MENTl S I
LEVEL OF DATA ARGUMENT( SI 111 TH ZERC
ENERGY ITEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VAL UE
8. 42('00E+0 5 62 1.00000E-03 4.50000E+06 1.050COE+06
1.013COE+06 09 1.00ÜOOE-03 4.50000E+06 1.05000E+06
2.21000E+06 34 1.00000E-03 4.5000CE+Oc 2.29000E+06
2.73000E+06 24 1.00000E-03 4.500COE+C6 2.96000E+06
2.98000E+()6 27 1.00000E-03 4.500COE+06 3.1BOOOE+06
3.00000E+06 20 1.00000E-03 4.50000E+06 3.18000E+06
3.68000E+06 9 1.0ClOO0E-03 4.50000E+06 4.15000E+06
3.95000E+06 9 1.00000E-03 4.500CCE+Ot: 4.15000E+06




* CL * ** AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
************ **.***********.***•••••"'**
NUHBER Of NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT( SI
ARGU- fUNCT. Of DATA ARGUMENT( SI IHTH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALU ES ITEMS FIRST LAST fUNC T. VALUE
AASTATUS 1 1 18
I SOH 0 3 1
I SCT2 0 3 1
ISDn 1 1 2 3.500COE+Ol 3.70000E+Ol
"'UEL 1 1 102 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 7
flANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 27 -2.10000E+02 2.02000E+05
C.0 0.0
2.00000E+00 2.00000E+00
SGA 1 1 346 1.90000E-02 1.50000E+07
SGALP 1 1 40 1.90000E-02 1.50000E+07 1.9COOOE+C6
SGG 1 1 307 1.90000E-02 1.50000E+07
SGI 1 1 50 1.90000E-02 1.50000E+07 9.91000E+05
SGN 1 1 280 1.90000E-02 1.50000E+07
SGP 1 1 295 1.90000E-02 1.50000E*07
SGT 1 1 263 1.90000E-02 1. 500COE+0 /
SGTR 1 1 272 1.90000E-02 1.50000E+07
SGX 1 1 340 1.90000E-02 1.50000 E+O 7
SG2N 1 1 7 1.90000E-02 1. 50000E+C 7 1. 21000HO 7
************* CL 35 •
*.*.********
**************.****.******























'" Cl 37 '"
.***********
**************************




























** AVAIlABLE DATA TYPES **
**************************
NUMBER Of NUMBER lAST ARGUP4ENHSI
ARGU- FLJNC T. OF DATA ARGUMEr-. Tl SI WITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VAlUES I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
AASTATUS 1 1 81
I son 0 3 1
1SOT2 0 3 1
1son 1 1 4 5.00000E+Ol 5.40000E+Ol
MUH 1 L 119 1.00000E-03 1.500COE+C1
SGA 1 i 3342 L.OOOOOE-Q3 L.50000E+01
SGAlP L 1 55 1.00UOO E-03 1.50000 E+O 7 3.91000E+06
SGG 1 1 3345 L.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07
SGI 1 1 165 1.00000i:-03 1.50000E+07 5.15000E+05
SG1Z 1 1 8 NAME-CCMBINAT1ONS
SGN 1 1 1619 1.DOOOOE-03 L.50000E+01
SGNC 1 1 45 NAME-CCMB1NATIONS
SGP 1 1 59 1.00CCOE-03 1.50000E+07 2.00000E+06
SGT 1 1 1759 1.00000 E-<l3 1.50000 E+O 7
SGTR 1 1 516 1.00000E-O 3 1.50000E+01
SG2N L 1 36 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+O 7 8.05000E+06




















































'" eR 50 ...
************
***********.**************
** AVA1LABLE DATA TYPES **
******.*******************
NW4BER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT( SJ
ARGU- fUNC T. OF DA TA ARGUMEf'tTi SI WITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES ITEMS fIRST LAST FuNe T• VALUE
1SOll 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 5 6.60000E+03 9.50000E+04
0.0 0.0
5.00000E-01 5.00000E-Ol
SGALP 1 1 58 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 3.97000E+06
SGP 1 1 34 1.00000E-03 L.50000E+01 2.0000CE+06
SG2N 1 1 9 L.OOOOOE-03 L.50000E+Ol 1.32500E+Ol
ST 2 6 1 0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-Ol
STD 0 3 1
****.**...***.
• CR 52 •
*.**********
- 18 -
******** ...*....*....**.*******..* AVAIlABlE OATA TYPES ....
.**•••**** ** ******
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER OF /,;UMßER lAST ARGUMENTlSI
ARGU- FUNCT. Of DATA ARGUMENli Sl .. nH ZERC
TYPE MENTS VALUE S I TEI-IS FIRST LAST FUI~er • IJAlUE
HCll 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 58 5.lOCJOE+04 6.3600(;E+05
0.0 1.00000 E+OO
5.00000 E-O 1 5.00000E-Ol
SGAlP 1 1 48 1.00COOE-03 1.50000E+07 4.99000E+06
SGP 1 1 68 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 4.9<;;000E+06
SG2N L L L2 I.OCOOO(-03 1.50000E+07 1.22500E+01
ST 2 6 1 0.0 0.0
5.00000E-0 1 5.(0000E-Ol
STO 0 3 1
*** ...**....***...
... CR 53 '"
'1'* ......*****"'**
**************.**...*****"'**
.... AIJAILABlE GATA TYPES **
******************....***...**
NUHBER JF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENTISI
ARGU- FUNCT. OF OATA ARGUMENT{ SI .dTH ZERC
TYPE r~(NTS VAlUE S I TE"",S FIRST lAST FUNCT. VAlUE
ISCTl 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 1 4.25000E+03 4.250COE+0;
0.0 0.0
2.00GOOE+üO 2.COOOOE+CC
SGAlP 1 1 27 l.l.IOOCOE-03 1.50000E+01 :3.99000 E+06
SGP 1 1 52 I.UOOOOE-03 1.50000E+01 3.9900uE+06
SG2N 1 1 32 1.00000(-03 1.50000E+01 8.050CGE+06
ST 2 6 2 C.O 0.0
1.00üOOE +00 2.COOOOE+OO
STO 0 3 1
••••****.**.
* eR 54 •
******.**** ...
**••*....*** ...*....*.....** ...*****
... AVAILABLE CAlA TYPES *.
* *** ....*** ...******.**...** ...*
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENllSl
ARGU- FUNCT. Of OAlA ARGUMENT ( SI "ITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUE S I TEMS fiRST LAST FUNCT. IJAlUE
I SCT 1 0 3 1
1SOT2 0 3 1
itANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 3 2.35000E+04 1. 19000E+05
0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5. OOOOOE-O 1
SGAlP 1 1 35 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 6.96000 E+06
SGP 1 1 22 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 I.OCOOCE+07
SG2N 1 1 21 1.000001:-03 1.50000E+07 <;;.88000E+06
sr 2 6 1 0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-01





***************************. AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
**************************
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT( SI
ARGU- FUNC T. OF DATA ARGUMEI\TISI WITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VAlUES ITEMS F IR ST LAST FUNCT. VAlUE
AASTA TUS 1 1 54
CHIIZC 1 1 21 NAM[-CCMBINATIONS
I SOll 0 3 1
IS0T2 0 3 1
I son 1 1 4 5.40000E+Ol 5. 60000E+ 01
MUEl 1 1 558 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGA 1 1 4156 1 .GOOOO E-03 1.50000E+01
SGALP 1 1 69 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 3.9900CE+06
SGG 1 1 4115 1.0üOCOE-03 i. 50000 E+01
SGI 1 1 493 1.00uOOE-C3 1. 50000E +C7 6. HOCOE+03
SGIZ 1 1 10 NAME-C(~BlI\ATl(I\S
SGl'. 1 1 2650 1.00000E-03 1.500COE+01
SGNC 1 1 45 NAME-(OMBINATICNS
SGP 1 1 125 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 4.95000H05
SGT 1 1 2780 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGTR 1 1 1044 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 7
SG2N 1 1 37 1.00000 E-O 3 1.50000E+07 7.87000E+06






























































* FE 54 '"
"'***********
*"'************************
** AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
**************************
NUMßER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENH SI
ARGU- FUNe T • OF DAlA ARGUMEhTl S) WlTH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES lTEMS FIRST LAST FUNC T. ~AlUE
I SOll 0 3 1
I SOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 6 44 8.00000E+03 5.06500E+05
0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-01
SGAlP 1 1 39 1.(,0000E-03 1.50000E+07 3.99000E+06
SGP 1 1 111 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E +0 7 4.95000E+05
SG2N 1 1 1 1.00DOOE-03 1.50000E+01 1.31500E+01
SI 2 6 1 0.0 0.0
5.00000E-01 5.00000E-Ol
STO 0 3 1
************




** AVAILABlE DATA TYPES **
**************************
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMEN Tl SI
ARGU- FUNC T. OF DATA ARGUMEH I SI .. ITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES ITEMS fiRST LAST FUNC T. VA tUE
I SOIl 0 3 1
I SOTZ 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 50 -4.39000E+03 6.45000E+05
0.0 0.0
5.00000E-01 5.00000E-01
SGALP 1 1 52 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 4.99000E+06
SGP 1 1 69 1.00000E-03 1.50JOOE+07 4.51000E+06
SGZN 1 1 14 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 1.15000E+07
ST 2 6 1 0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-Ol
STC 0 3 1
************
* FE 57 *
************
**************************
** AVAILABLE CATA TYPES **
**************************
NUHBER OF NUI1BER LAST ARGUHENTISI
ARGiJ- FUNCT. OF DATA ARGUMENTISI JjITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TEHS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VAlUE
I son 0 3 1
ISCT2 0 3 l
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 2 3 .900i.JO H03 6.00('00E+03
0.0 0.0
C .0 1.00COOE+00
SGALP 1 1 61 l.00OOOi::-03 1.50000E+01 4.99000E+06
SGP 1 1 34 1.00000E-03 1.50000 HO 7 3.99000E+06
SG2N 1 l 33 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 7.87000E+06
ST 2 6 2 0.0 0.0
C .0 1.00000E+00
STO 0 3 1
************
* FE 58 *
**********"'*
**************************** AVAILABLE OATA TYPES **
**************************
NUMBER OF NUM3ER LAST ARGUMENT{ Sl
ARGU- FUNC T. OF DATA ARGUMENT( SI WITH lERC
TYPE MENTS VALU ES ITEMS FIRST LAST fUNC T. VALUE
ISOTl 0 3 1
I SOT2 0 3 1
SGAlP 1 1 21 1.OOOO0E-03 1.50000E+07 6.94000E+06
SGP 1 1 40 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 3.99000E+06







** AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
.*****.*******••••****••••
NUMBER Of NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT( S)
ARGU- FUNC T• OF DA TA ARGUMENT( S) WlTH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALU ES IT EMS fIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
A,I\STATUS 1 I 81
I son 0 3 1
I SCT 2 0 3 1
1 S013 1 1 5 5.80000E+Ol 6.40000E+Ol
MUEL 1 1 302 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+01
SGA 1 1 3872 1.00000E-03 1. 50000Et- 07
SGALP 1 1 57 1.00000E-03 1.50000Et-07 1.90000E+06
SGG 1 1 3809 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGI 1 1 92 1.00000E-C3 1.50000E+07 6.63999E+04
SGlZ 1 1 12 NAME-COMBINATIONS
SGN 1 1 1586 1.0000010-03 1.50000E+07
SGNC 1 1 46 NAME-CCMBINATICNS
SGP 1 1 141 1.00000E-OJ 1.50000E+07 7.4500CEt-05
SG T 1 1 1164 1.00CC0E-03 1.50000E+01
SGTR 1 1 912 1 .OOOüO E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 25 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+0 7 1.94600E+06








































































'" NI 58 '"
***.*****"'**
**************************** AVAILABlE DATA TYPES *.
**************.******.****
NUMBER Gf NUMBER LAST ARGUMENHSJ
ARGU- FUNCT. OF CATA ARGUMENT! SI IdTH ZERC
TYPE MENT S VALUES [ TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
[SeT 1 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 9 -2.85000E+04 2.06500E+C5
0.0 0.0
5 .OOOOOE-O 1 5. OOOOOE- 01
SGALP 1 1 56 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 1.90000E+06
SGG 1 1 1116 1.00C.OOE-03 1.50000E+07
SGP 1 1 143 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+Ol 7.45000E+05
SG2N 1 1 12 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 1.250COE+01
ST 2 6 1 0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-Ol





**************************.* AVAILABLE OATA TYPES **
***************••*********
Table 2 cant.
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT! S I
ARGU- FUNCT. OF DAlA ARGUMI::NT! SI ,,!Tri ZERG
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TE"IS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
I Ser t 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RES 3 8 5 2.03400E+02 9.10000E+03
0.0 0.0
1.00000E+00 1.50000E+00
SGALP 1 1 294 l.o0000E-03 1. 50(;00E+07
SGG 1 1 264 1.00000E-03 9.90000E+03
SGN 1 1 264 1.00000E-03 9.90000E+03
SGP t t 264 1.00000E-03 9.90000E+03
SG T 1 1 264 1.000001::-03 9.90000E+03
*******"'*-**
* NI 60 '*
************
.*********.*********••****
** AVAILABLE GA TA TYPES *.
.*••••••****.*.*••********
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUtJENTlS1
ARGU- FUNCT. OF DATA AR GU"'1 ENT ( SI IdTri ZERO
TYPE '1ENTS VALtJES I TEMS I-IR5T LAST FUNCT. VALUE
I SOH 0 3 1
I SCT2 0 3 t
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 9 1.25COOE+04 1.9900(.'E+05
0.0 ~.O
5.00000E-Ol 5 .00000E-0 1
SGALP 1 1 38 I.CJOOOt-03 1.50000[+07 4.00000E+06
SGP 1 1 7Z 1.0')000E-03 1.50000E+07 4.0(;000E+06
SGn 1 1 12 I.COOCOE-03 1.50000E+07 1. 1500e E+O 7




• NI 61 •
*•••********
**************.**••••******* AVAILABLE DA TA TYPES **
**************.********-.*
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT( S l
ARGU- FUNCT. OF DAT A ARGUMENTISI WI TH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TEMS FIRST LAST fUNCT. VALUE
I SOH 0 3 1
I SCT2 0 3 1
SGALP 1 1 36 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 5.96900E+06
SGP 1 1 70 1.liOOOO E-03 1.50000E+07 4.00000E+06
SG2N 1 1 27 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+C7 7.94600E+06
STO 0 3 1
************




** AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
**********************.***
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER Of NUMBER LAST ARGUMENTl S)
ARGU- fUNC T• OF JA TA ARGUMEI'.TIS) WtTH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES ITEMS FIRST LAST FUNC T• VALUE
ISOll 0 3 1
ISOTZ 0 3 1
RANGK[S 0 4 1
KES 3 8 1 4.60000E-+03 4.60000E+03
0.0 C.O
5.COCCJE-01 5.00000E-01
SGAlP 1 1 42 1.0",000E-03 1.5COOOE+07 7.946COE+06
SGP 1 1 66 1.00GOOt-C3 1.50uOOE+07 6.02100E+06
SG2N 1 1 17 1.CC'CJlJE-03 1.50000E+07 1.07500E+07
5TO 0 3 1
*******.****
'" NI 64 '"
************
*******-******************
** AVAILABLE DA lA TYPES **
*********************i****
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMEN T(S)
ARGU- FUNCT. OF GAlA ARGUMENT( SI WITH ZERO
TY PE MnH5 VALLJES Il[MS FIRST LAST FUNCT • VALUE
I seTl (I 3 1
150T2 0 3 1
SGALP 1 1 12 1.0000üE-C3 1.50000E+07 1.25000 E+O 7
SGP 1 1 14 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+0 1 1.2000CE+01
SG2N 1 1 21 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 9.84100E+06




Table 2 cont •
•*.*.*.*****.**********.***. AVAILABLE DATA TYPES .*
*****.*•••••**.*****.*****
NUMBER Of NUM6ER LAST ARGUl'iENT I S I
ARGU- fUNCT. OF OUA ARGUMENTIS} wHH ZERC
TYPE MEN TS VALUES I TEMS FIRST LAST fUNCT. VALUE
AAST ATUS 1 1 63
ISOll 0 3 1
I SOT2 0 3 1
ISDn 1 1 7 9 .20000E i-O 1 1. COOOOE+C2
MUEL 1 1 139 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 5 L 1.2UOOOE+Ol 1.66600HOlt
1.000COE+DC 0.0
5 .OOOOOE-u 1 5.0000CE-Ol
SGA 1 L 1356 1.00000[-03 1.50000E+01
SGALP 1 1 64 1.00000E-03 1. 500CO H07 4.19BOOE+Ci6
SGG 1 1 1390 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGI 1 1 107 1.000COI:-03 1.50000E+07 2.05000E+05
SGII 1 1 8 NAME-CCMtiINATIDNS
SGN 1 1 1378 1.00000[;-03 1.500COE+07
SGNC 1 1 39 NAME-CGMBINATIONS
SGP 1 1 53 1.00000[-03 1. 50000E+07 L.5000CE+06
SGT L 1 1585 1.00000 E-03 1.50000 E+O 7
SGTR 1 1 1582 L.OOC00E-03 1. 50000E+C 7
SGX 1 1 1338 1.0JOUOE-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 38 1.00(1(;01:-03 1.500COE+07 6. 99100E+O 6

















































1. 5eoo CE + Oe
1.86000E+06
*.********.*
* MO 92 ...
*"'.**"'."'****
********.**********.*••*••
** AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
******.*.*****************
NUMBER Uf NUMBER LAST ARGUP'ENTI SI
ARGu- FUNC T. OF OATA ARGUMENTlSj ltlITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES ITEMS fIRST LAST fUNCT. VALUE
I SGn 0 3 1
I SGT2 0 3 1
l<.ANGKES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 5 3.46800E+02 1.66600 E+Olt
1.00000 E+00 C.O
5.00000E-Ol 5.00üOOE-01
SGALP 1 1 31 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 1.77800E+06
SGP 1 1 44 1.000COE:-03 1.50000E+07 1.50000E+06
SG2N 1 1 10 1.üOOOOE-03 1.50000 E+O 1 1.28000E+01
ST 2 6 1 0.0 0.0
5.000COE-Cl 5.00000E-OL
STe 0 3 1
*******"'*"''''*
.. MO 94 *
*******11""***
- 25 -
************"'*************"'* AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
***."'***••****"'****"'******
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUtJENT( SI
ARGU- FUNCT • OF DATA ARGUMEf-IllSI wITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TEMS fiRST LAST fUNCT. VALUE
I SC Tl 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RE S 3 8 3 1.519COE+C3 5.38000 E-+03
0.0 t.O
5.00CCOE-Ol 5.00000E-Ol
SGAlP 1 1 55 l.t,QOCOE-C3 1.50000E+07 5.95500E+06
SGP 1 1 47 1.00COOE-C3 1.50000E+07 7.44400E+06
SG2N 1 1 30 1.C'0000E-C3 1.50000E+07 9.14800E-+06




'" MO 95 '"
************
**"'********"'**************
** AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
.***********.*.*******•••*
NUMBER OF NUM3ER LAST ARGUMENT( SI
ARGU- FUNCT. OF JATA ARGUfoIEI\Tt SI ItITH ZERe
TYPE MENTS VALU ES lT EMS fIRST LAST FUNC T. VALUE
ISOTl 0 3 1
I SOT2 0 3 1
RAI\GRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 14 4.51000E+C1 7.40000E+03
0.0 0.0
2.50000E+OO 2.50000E+OO
SGALP 1 1 35 1.0000CE-03 1.50000E+07 4.79800 E+O 6
SGP 1 1 44 1.00000E-OJ 1. 50000E+0 7 5. <:i550CEi-06
SG2N 1 1 40 1.00000E-03 1.5DOOOE-+07 7.1dOOOE+06
SI 2 6 2 c.o 0.0
2.00000E+OO 3.COOOOE+OO
sn 0 3 1
-**********.
* MO 96 *
*******... ****
****.*****************.***
•• AVAILABLE DATA TYPES **
*.*••••***********•••• "'***
NU'1BER Of NUMBER lAST ARGUMEN Tl SI
ARGU- FUNC T. Of DATA ARGUME/';T(SI IUTH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TEMS FIRST LAST fUNCT. VALUE
I san 0 3 1
ISOTZ 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 4 l.13500E+02 3.30000E+03
1.00000E-+QC 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-Ol
SGAlP L 1 43 1.00COOE-03 1.50000E+07 6.46bOOE-+06
SGP 1 1 49 1.OOOOOE-03 1. 50DOOE+ 07 7.44400E+06
SG2N 1 1 30 1.OOOOOE-03 l.50000E+07 9.17500E+06
ST 2 6 1 0.0 o.c
5.00000E-Ol 5. OOOOOE-O 1
STO 0 3 1
****."'''' ..****




** AVAIlABLE DATA TYPES **
**************************
Table 2 cant.
NU~'IßER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENTi SI
ARGU- FUNC T• OF DATA ARGUf'1E~ T( SI WIfH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES IT EMS FIKST LAST FUNe T• VAlUE
I seT 1 0 3 1
I SO T2 0 3 1
RA~GRES 0 4 1
RES 3 B 10 7.0'jCCOE+Ol 1.25500E+03
0.0 0.0
2.50000E+OC 2.50000E+00
SGALP 1 1 52 l.üOOOO[-03 1.50000 E+O 7 6.15200E+06
SGP 1 1 47 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 7.S21COE:+06
SG2N 1 1 25 1.00000E-03 1.50uOOE+07 6.9910C'E+06




'" MO 98 *
************
**************************
** AVAIlA8LE DATA TYPES **
**************************
NU"1BER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMEN T( SI
ARGU- FUNC T. OF DA TA ARGUt04EI'<Ti S I WITH ZERO
TYPE 'lENIS VALU ES ITEMS F lRS I LAST FUNC T. VAlUE
ISOTl 0 3 1
1 SOT2 0 3 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 3 9 1.20000E+Cl 9.C'0000E+03
I.COO00E+OG 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-Ol
SGALP 1 1 26 1.(C'000E-03 1.50000E+07 7.92700E+06
SGP 1 1 19 1.00000E-03 1.50ÜUJE+C1 l.üCOOOE+l;7
SG2N 1 1 29 1.OOJOOE-03 1.50000E+07 8.399001::+06







** AVAILAßLE GATA TYPES **
**********"''''**************
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUI".ENTISI
ARGU- FUNCT. OF DATA ARGUMENT( SI 1011 TH ZERC
TYPE MEt~ TS VAlUES [ TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCI. VAlUE
I seIl 0 3 1
ISCT2 0 3 1
Ri\NGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 6 9.77000E+Ol 1.93600E+03
1.00000E+00 0.0
5.00000 E-G 1 5.000(1,)1;;-01
SGALP 1 1 39 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 8.48200E+06
SGP 1 1 20 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 1.10000E+07
SG2N 1 1 28 1.00GOOE-03 1.50000E+07 8.39900E+06








**************************** AVAIlABLE OAlA TYPES **
***••••••**••****••••••*••
NUMBER OF NUMBER lAST ARGU~ENT(S~
ARGU- FLNC T. Of OATA ARGUMENTlSI WITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS 11 ALUE S IHMS fIRST LAST fUNCT. "ALUE
AASTATUS 1 1 36
I son 0 3 1
I SOT 3 1 1 8 I.060COE+02 1. 160COEt-C2
MUEl 1 1 46 1.OOOOOE-C3 1.50000Et-07
RAt-4GRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 60 1.78000E-01 1.12500E+O?
0.0 0.0
1.OOOOOE+00 5.00000E-CI
SGA 1 1 4160 1.OOCOOE-03 1.50000E+07
SGALP 1 1 11 1.OOOOOE-03 1. 500CO E+07 6.50000E+06
SGG 1 1 4150 1.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+C7
SGI 1 1 44 1.00000E-03 I.50uOOE+07 3.00000E+05
SGIZ 1 1 4 NAME-COMBINATIONS
SGN 1 1 3175 1.OOCOOE-03 I.50000E+07
SGP 1 1 19 I.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07 3.5000CE+06
SGT 1 1 3673 l.OOOCOE-03 1.50000E+07
SGTK 1 1 3690 1.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07
SGX 1 1 ',145 1.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 17 I.OOOOOE-C3 I.50000Et-07 7.50000E+06
































* U 235 *
*.*******••*
- 28 -
*****.********************** AVAILABlE DA TA TYPES **
**************************
Table 2 cont.
NJMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENHSJ
ARGU- FUNCT. OF DAH ARGUMENT( SI ~1TH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VAlUES I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VAlUE
/\ASTA TUS 1 1 234
ALPHA 1 1 5286 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
CHIeR 1 3 1 0.0 0.0
CHff 1 1 219 1.00000E-03 1 .COOOO E+0"1
ETA 1 1 3870 1.000lJOE-03 1.50000E+07
I SOll 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
MUEL 1 1 52 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
NUE 1 1 16 1.00000 E-03 1.50000E+07
PlNUE 0 4 1
RANGRE S ;) 4 1
RES 3 a 197 -9.5,)COOE-01 1.47330E+02
0.0 0.0
3.50000E+00 3.50000E+00
SGA 1 1 12629 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGALP 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 All fUNCT ION Al VAlUES ARE ZERO
SGF 1 1 13339 1.000COE-03 1.500CCE+07
SGG 1 1 13722 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGI 1 1 131 1.00000E-03 1. 5COOO [+07 2.0<;829E+04
SGIl 1 1 10 NAME-CCMBINATIONS
SGN 1 1 9690 1.00000 E-03 1.5000CE+07
SGNC 1 1 43 NAME-COMßINATIONS
SGP 1 1 2 l.üOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07 ALL fUNCIIONAl VAlUES ARE ZERO
SGT 1 1 13434 1.00000 E-03 1.50000E+07
SGTR 1 1 12843 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 60 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+07 5.30000E+06
SG3N 1 1 21 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 1.25000E+01
sr 2 (;, 6 0.0 1.00000[+00
3.(oOOCOE.00 5.000COE+-OC
STO 0 3 1
STGF 3 a 66 5.0COOOE+01 2. 500GO E+O 5
0.0 1.00000E+OC
3.00000E+00 5.00000 HOO
ADOlT fONAL INFGRMATION fOR TYPE=SGIl
NUMBER LAST ARGUMENHS)
LEV EL OF DAT A ARGUMENHS) WITH ZERC
ENERGY I TEMS FIRST LAST fUNCI. VAlUE
1.00000E+04 53 1.0QOOOE-03 2.40000E+0t: 2.09829E+04
6.00000E+04 43 1.00000E-03 2.40000E+06 8.00000E+04
9.00COOE+04 43 1.00000E-03 2.40000E+06 1.00000E+05
2.00000E+05 26 1.00000E-03 2.40000E+Ct: 2. 20000E +0 5
3.00000E+05 38 1.00000E-03 2.40000E+06 3.00000E+05
5.00000E+05 37 1.00000E-03 2.40000E+06 5.00000E+05
1.0000(;E+06 15 1.00000E-03 2.400COE+Of; 1.00000E+06
1.50COOE+06 11 1.OGOOOE-03 2.40000E+-06 1.50000E+-06
1.15000E+06 9 1.00000[-0 3 2.40000E+Of: 1.75000E+06
2.00000E+06 6 1.00000E-03 2.40000E+06 2.00000E.06
***."''''******





** AVAIlABLE GATA TYPES **
.*************"'**********'"
NUMBER Of NUMBER LAST ARGUMENTlSI
ARGU- FUNCT • OF DATA ARGUMENT( SI kITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES ITEMS FIRST LAST fUNCT. VAlUE
ALPHA 1 1 51 1.10000E+04 7.00000 E+O 5
SGA 1 1 51 1.10000E+04 7.00000E+05
SGF 1 1 51 1. LOOOOE+C4 1.00000E+05
SGG 1 1 51 1 .WCOO E+04 7.00000E+05
SGI 1 1 52 9.99999E-04 7.000uOE+05 1.1COOOE+U4
SGTZ 1 1 17 NAME-CCMBINATICNS
SGN 1 1 51 1.lOC00E +04 1.00000E+05
SG T 1 1 51 1.10000E+C4 7.00000E'-05
SGx 1 1 51 1.10000E+04 7.00000E+05





































































































** AVAILABlE DATA TYPES **
**************************
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGU14ENTlS»
ARGU- FUNCT. Of DAH ARGUMENTISI IHTH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VAlUES I TEMS fIRST lAST fUNC T • VALUE
AAST ATUS 1 1 90
CHiCR 1 3 1 0.0 0.0
CHlf 1 1 206 1.OOOOOE-03 1.OOOOOE+01
CHI2N 1 1 9 NAME-COMBINATIONS
CH13N 1 1 5 NAME-CGMBINATICNS
ISon 0 3 1
I SOT2 0 3 1
MUEL 1 1 55 1.00000E-03 1.50000H07
NUE 1 1 8 1.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07
PlNUE 0 4 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 B 319 -1.27350E+02 4.5927CE+03
0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000E-Ol
SGA 1 1 19400 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGAlP 1 1 2 1.0COOOE-03 1.50000E+01 ALL FUNCT lONAl VALUES ARE ZERO
SGF 1 1 112 1.OOOOOE-03 1.50000 E+07 4.BOOvOE+05
SGG l 1 19641 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E +01
SGI 1 1 95 1.OOOOOE-03 1. 50000E+0 7 4.49000E+04
SGIZ 1 1 26 NAME-COMBINATI0NS
SGIZC 1 1 60 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 2.20000 E+0 6
SGN 1 1 10718 1.00000 E-03 1.50000 E+07
SGNC 1 1 42 NAME-COMBINAiIONS
SGP 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 All FUNC T IGNAl VAlUES ARE lERO
SGT 1 1 11820 1.00uOOE-03 1. 50000E+C 1
SGiR 1 1 11619 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 32 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07 6.16000E+ü6
SG3N 1 1 15 1.000001:-03 1.50000E+01 1.160CCE+07
S1 2 6 5 0.0 2.00000E+OO
5.üOOOCE-OI 2.500CCE+CC
S1D 0 3 1


















































































































































** AVAIlABlE OATA TYPES **
**************************
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER Of NUMßER LAST ARGUI'lENTl S»
ARGJ- FUNCT • OF OAlA ARGUMENTI SI IIlITH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT • VALUE
ALPHA 1 1 108 2.00COOEi-02 1.50000Ei-Ol
CHICR 1 3 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000Ei-07
ETA 1 1 108 2.00000E+02 1.50000E+01
I SCT 1 0 3 1
150T2 0 3 1
MUEL 1 1 108 2.0000JE+02 1.50000E+07
f\;UE 1 1 lO8 2.(.,vCOOE"02 1.500COE+07
PLNUE 0 4 1
RES 3 8 251 -2.94000E+CO 2.35300 E+02
0.0 J.O
2.50000Ei-OO 2.50000 E+CO
SGA 1 1 108 2.00COOE+02 1.500COE+C7
SGF 1 1 lOB 2.000COE+C2 1.50000E+07
SGG 1 1 108 2.0000(E+02 1.50000 E-t0 7
SGI L L 89 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+07 3.3350GE+04
SGIZ 1 1 22 f\;AME-C[~Bl~AT[CNS
SGN L 1 108 2.00000E+02 1.50COOE+C7
SGNe 1 1 lOB NAME-C[~BINATI(~S
SGT 1 L 108 2.00CCOE+C2 1.5000CE+C1
SGTR 1 1 108 2.00COOE"02 1.50000E+-07
SGX 1 1 108 2.00000 HO 2 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 21 '9.99<;99E-04 1. 50000E-tO 7 6.7890GE+06
SG3N 1 1 8 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+01 1.25000E+07
sr 2 6 6 c.o 1.00000E+-00
2.00COOE+-OO 4.00000E+OO
STC 0 3 1
STGF 3 8 60 5.00COJE+Ol 4.00000E+04
0.0 1.00000 E+OO
2.0QCOOE+QC 4.00000[+-CO
ADD 1nONAl INfCRMATION fOR lYPE=5GI Z
NUM BER LAST ARGUMENTI SI
LEVEL Of DATA ARGU"ENTlSI ~nH ZERO
ENERGV ITEMS FIRST lAST FUNC T. I,IAlUE
3.32100E+04 34 3.33500E+04 5.5000CE+05 3.33500E+04
5.9540CE+04 31 5.97900E"04 5 .50000E+05 5.97900E"04
1.60000E+04 29 7.63200E+-04 5.50000EHJ5 7.63200E+04
1.02 96CE +05 25 1.03390E+05 5.50000E+05 1.03390E+05
1.30GOCE+05 24 1.30550E+05 5.50000E+05 1.3C550E+-05
1.58500E+05 23 1.59170E+-05 5.5000CE+C5 1.591 7CE+C5
1.90500E+05 22 1.91300 E+05 5.50000E+05 2.26950H05
2.26000Ei-05 20 2.26950E+05 5.50000H05 2.26950E+05
2.61540E+05 19 2.68670E+05 5.500GOE+lJ5 2.68670E+05
2.8D50E+05 18 2.82 54C E+0 5 5.50000E+05 2.82540E+05
3.05100E+05 11 3.06390E+05 5.50000E+05 3.06390E+05
3.28000E+05 16 3.29380E+05 5.5000(;E+05 3.29380E+05
3.32360E+U5 15 3.33760E+05 5.50000E+05 3.33760E+05
3.58000E+05 14 J.59510E+05 5.5000CE+C5 3.59510E+05
3.68590E+05 13 3.70150E+05 5.500CCE+05 3.7015CE+C5
3. 7094CH 05 12 3 • 72 510 E+0 5 5.50000E+05 3.12510E+05
4.37500E+05 9 4. 39350E +0 5 5.50000H05 4.3935CE+05
4.5260CEHl5 8 4.54510E+05 5.50000E+05 4.54510E+05
4.59400E+05 7 4.61340 E+05 5.50000E+05 4.61340E+05
4.84500E+05 6 4.B6540E+05 5.500COE+05 4.8654CE+05
5.140COE+05 3 5.16170E+05 5.50000E+05 5.16170E+05






"'*"'*********"'*****"'**"'****** AVAILABLE OATA TYPES **
*******************.*.****
NUMBER OF NUMBER UST ARGUfo'ENTISI
ARGU- FUNCT • OF DATA ARGUMENT( SI 1'11 TH ZERO
TYPE MENiS VALUES I TEMS FIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
AASTA TUS 1 1 27
ALPHA 1 l 1478 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+C7
eH [CR 1 3 2 1.00CCOE-03 L.50000E+07
ETA 1 1 1179 1.00CGOE-03 1.50000E+07·
I SOT 1 0 3 1
I SOT 2 C 3 1
MUEL 1 1 70 1.COCOOE-03 1.50000E+07
NUE 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E+ 07
PlNUE C 4 1
RAI\GRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 52 -4.00000E-OI 4.96000E+02
0.0 0.0
5.00COOE-OI 5.00000E-OI
SGA 1 1 5332 1.000COE-03 1.50000 E+07
SGF 1 1 4991 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E +07
SGG 1 1 5502 1.00000E-03 1.50000H07
SGI 1 1 71 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+01 4.42000E+04
SGIZ 1 1 19 NAME-CCMBINATICNS
SGN 1 1 3106 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 1
SGNC 1 1 126 NAME-COMBINATIONS
SGT 1 1 3596 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGTR 1 1 341B 1.000COE-03 I. 50000E+C 7
SG2N 1 1 15 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+07 7.00000 E+06
SG3N 1 1 6 9.99999E-04 1.50000 E+O 1 1.30000E+07
sr 2 6 3 0.0 1.00000E+OO
5.00000E-01 1.50000E+OO
STO 0 3 1
STGF 3 8 33 5.00000E+Ol 2.50000E+05
0.0 1.00000E+OO
5.00000E-Ol L.50000E+00














































































































"''''************************** AVAIlABlE OA1A TYPES **
**************************
Table 2 cont.
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMEN T« SI
ARGU- FUNCT. Of GATA ARGUMEMISJ WlTH ZERO
TYPE Mons VALU ES IHM:) FIRST LAST HNCT. VAlUE
AASTATUS 1 1 111
ALPHA 1 1 8503 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
CHICR 1 3 1 0.0 0.0
CHIF 1 1 175 1.00000E-03 1.00000E+07
EU 1 1 4345 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
ISOTI 0 3 1
I SaTZ 0 3 1
MUH 1 1 48 1.OOCOOE-03 1.50000E+01
NUE 1 1 6 1.000COE-03 1.50000E+07
PLNUE 0 4 1
RAI\GRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 258 -1.20000E+OO 6.58290E+02
0.0 0.0
1.OOCOOE+OO 1.00000E+OO
SGA 1 1 12239 1.OOOCOE-03 1.50000E+01
SGALP 1 1 2 I.COOOOE-03 1.50000E+C1 All FUNCTWNAL \/AlUES ARE ZERO
SGF 1 1 1C308 1.00COOE-03 1.50000E+07
SGG 1 1 14413 1.00COOE-(13 1.50000E+01
SGI 1 1 110 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 8.00000E+03
SGll 1 1 7 NAME-CCMBI~Ar[CNS
SGN 1 1 6729 1.0vOCOto-03 1.50000E+07
SGNC 1 l 43 NAME-CC~BII\ArIC~S
SGP 1 1 2 I.COOOOE-03 1.50000E+Ol All FUNCl ION Al \IALUES ARE ZERO
SG T 1 1 9525 1.000002-03 1.50000E+01
SGTR 1 1 8944 1.GOOOOE-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 30 l.OOOOOE-03 1.50000E+Ol 5.68000E+06
SG3N 1 1 8 1.00COOE-03 1.50000E+07 1. 27100E+0 7
sr 2 6 5 0.0 l.COOCOE+CO
0.0 2.00000E+OO
STO 0 3 1
STGF 3 8 55 5.0JOOOE+Ol 2.50000E+05
0.0 1.00000 E+OO
0.0 2. COOOOE+QO
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION fOR TYPE-SGIl
NUMBER LAST ARGl.MENTI SI
LEVEL OF DArA ARGU1"ENHSI IolITH ZERO
tNERGY [HMS F [fiST LAST FUNCT. \/ALUE
8.COOOOE+03 37 1.00000E-03 5.50000E+05 8.00000E+03
5.10'JOOE+04 22 1.00000E-03 5.50000E+05 5.70000E+04
7.60000E+04 24 1.00000E-03 5.50C00E+C5 7.60000E+04
1.64000E+05 15 1.00000E-03 5.50000E+05 1.64000E+05
2.86000E+05 12 1.00C'OOE-03 5. 50000E+O 5 Z.86000E+05
3.31C0CE+05 8 1.0COOOE-03 5.5JOOOE+05 3.31000E+05






.******************"'******** AVAILABlE DA TA TYPES **
**************************
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENHSI
ARGU- FUNCT. OF GAlA ARGUMENT! SI IHTH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VALUES I TEMS fIRST LAST FUNCT. VALUE
AAST ATUS 1 1 12
ALPHA 1 1 4323 1.00000E-C3 1.50000E+07
CHICR 1 3 2 1.OOOOOE-03 l.500(IOE+07
ETA 1 1 4210 1.00000E-03 1.50000Ei-07
ISOTl 0 3 1
I SOT2 0 3 1
MUEL 1 1 46 1.00000E-03 1.50COOE+CI
NUE 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+Ol
PLNUE 0 4 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 204 1.05800E+OC 3.99000E+03
0.0 0.0
5.00000E-Ol 5.00000 E-O 1
SGA 1 1 16685 1.00000E-03 1 • 50000 E+O 1
SGF 1 1 15183 1.00000E-C3 1.50000E+01
SGG 1 1 16965 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+07
SGI 1 1 57 1.00000E-03 1. 50000E +07 4.300COE+04
SGIZ 1 1 20 NAME-C(~BI~ATICNS
SGN 1 1 10142 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGNC 1 1 70 NAME-COMBINATIONS
SGT 1 1 9945 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SGTR 1 1 9725 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 12 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 6.48000E+06
SG3N 1 L 5 l.uOOOOE-03 1. 50000E +07 1. 21000E+O 1
sr 2 6 5 0.0 2.00000E+OO
5.00000E-Ol 2.50000E+OO
sm 0 3 1
STGF 3 8 55 5.00000E+Ol 2.50000 E+O 5
0.0 2.00000E+OO
5.00COOE-Ol 2.50000 E+OO




















































































































.. ******..******************** AVAILABLE CATA TYPES **
**************.***********
NU'1BER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT (S I
ARGU- FUNGT. Of DAU ARGUMENT( SI IIUH ZERO
TYPE MENTS VAlUES ( TEMS FIRST LAST FUNGT. VALUE
AASTATUS 1 1 54
ALPHA L 1 2L28 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
CHIeR 1 3 2 L.00000E-03 L.50000E+07
ETA 1 1 820 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 7
(SOTI 0 3 1
(SOT2 0 3 1
tJUEL 1 1 54 1.00000 E-03 1.50000E+07
NUE 1 1 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
PLNUE 0 4 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 123 2.60000E-Ol 1.60500E+02
0.0 0.0
3.00000E+00 2.GOOOOE+OO
SGA 1 L 3910 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGF 1 1 3869 1.00(,'00E-03 1.50000E+07
SGG 1 1 4326 1.000COE-03 1.50000E+07
SG( 1 I 4B 9.99999E-04 1.50000E+07 4.000COE+04
SGIl 1 1 19 NAME-GCMBINATIONS
SGN 1 1 1582 I.COOOOE-03 1.50000E+07
SGNC 1 1 72 NAME-GCMBINATIONS
SGT I 1 3563 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGTR 1 1 3251 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SG2N 1 1 16 9.99'i99E-04 1.50000 HO 7 5.41000E+06
SG3N L L 7 9.99'199E-04 1. 500üCE +07 1. 19000E+O 7
sr 2 6 6 C.O 1.00000E+00
2.00000E+00 4.00000E+00
STO 0 3 1
STGF 3 8 66 5.00COOE+G1 2.50000E+05
C.0 1.00COCE+CC
2.00000E+00 4.00000E+00
















































































































** AVAILABlE DATA TYPES **
********************"''''****
NUMBER OF NUMBER LAST ARGUMENT/SI
ARGJ- FUNCT. OF DAH ARGUMENTISI IHTH ZERO
TYPE I1ENTS VALU ES ITEMS fIRST LAST fUNC T. VAlUE
AASTATUS 1 1 36
CHICR 1 3 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000 Ei-01
I sen 0 3 1
ISOT2 0 3 1
"IUEl 1 1 53 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+01
NUE 1 I 2 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
PLNUE 0 4 1
RANGRES 0 4 1
RES 3 8 31 2.65000E+00 4.94800El-02
0.0 0.0
5 .(OOOOE-O 1 5.00000 E- 01
SGA 1 1 43')8 1.00CCOE-03 1.50000 E+O 1
SGF 1 1 2816 1.0000CE-03 1 • 50000 E+0 1 4.90000E-02
SGG I I 4489 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01
SG I 1 1 52 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+01 4.40000E+04
SGIZ 1 I 17 NAME-COMBINATIGNS
SGN 1 1 2156 1.00000E-03 1.50000 E+O 1
S GNC 1 1 14 NAME-COM8INATIONS
SGT 1 1 2513 1.00000E-03 1.50000E+07
SGTR 1 1 2362 1.00C00E-03 1.50000E+01
SG2N 1 1 12 l.üOvOvE-03 1. 50000E+0 1 6.2'7000E+06
SG3N 1 1 5 1.00000E-03 1.50üOOE+01 1.11000E+O 1
ST 2 6 3 0.0 I.COOOOE+OO
5.00000E-Ol 1.50000E+OO
STe 0 3 1
STGF 3 B 33 5.00000E+Ol 2.500COE+C5
0.0 1.00000E+00
5.0000GE-Ol 1.50000E+CC




























































































































Atomic L~'~L~,vic) weight (A)
Atomic number (Z)
Nuclear of ground state (I)
A+m
'" h / /2; e~ "" reduced
n A neutron
r:evl /2 b 1/2 ]wave length L:
radius [b 1/2 ]
energy of the last
in compound nucleus
Isotopic abundance (%)
Parameters of the Watt-Cranberg
fission spectrum
X(E) "" ceexp(-aE)sinh(lb:E)
c "" 2a~. exp(-b/4a)wb
The mean energy of fission neutrons
i8 given by E '" !(~ + !~) eV
















energy spectrum of prompt fission neutrons
(thermal fission)
energy spectrum of delayed fission neutrons
(thermal fias
energy spectrum of prompt fission neutrons
at the neutron incident energy E
o
energy spectrum of delayed fission neutrons
at the neutron incident energy E
o
energy spectrum of inelastically scattered
neutrons at the neutron incident energy E
o
energy spectrum of the two neutrons
emitted in the ,2n) process at the











energy spectrum of the three neutrons
emitted in the (n,30) process at





energy boundaries of the
region in which resolved
resonance parameters




3. number of resolved resonances given
by "RES"
4. flag which indicates whether resolved
resonance parameters should preferable
be taken for group constant calcula-
tions or pointwise given cross section
values. It may have the following
values.
2. - cross section valuesJ should be
J. - resolved resonance t ka en
parameters
O. - no preference can be recommended













6. (n, p) -wid th
7. (n,a)-width













sr J. L J. average capture width r y
2. J 2. average level spacing D




























4. strength function S1 - ~~--~--
j
channels in fission vf
6. number of exit channels in neutron
elas scattering (vn)lJ
I. average observed level spacing
2. a level density parameter
2
3. 2 a spin cut-off parameter
I. number of exit channels in fission vf
2. average fission width r
f
for the number
of exit c:hannels vf
3. average capture width r
y
4. average neutron width rn
5. Sf
6. S statistical fluctuation factorsy




ratio of capture to fission cross section
average number of fission neutrons per
neutron absorption
average cos of the elastic scattering




average number of fission neutrons






names Arguments Functional values












cross section for the {n,a)-process
SGD " .. " It " (n,d)- ..
SGP " " " It " (n,p)- "















SGI " total inelastic cross section
SGIA " cross section for the (n,n'a)-process
SGl2A " 11 " It " (n,n '2a)- "
SGI3A " " " 11 (n,n'3a)- "






inelastic cross section for excitation
of rest nucleus level E.
1.
inelastic scattering cross section to
the continuum







SGX " non-elastic cross section
SG2HE " cross section for the (n,2a)-process
SG2N " " " (n,2n)-process
Name of Further








SG2NA 11 " .2na)-process





































differential elastic scattering cross
section at the neutron incident energy
E the laboratory system
o
differential elastic scattering cross
section at the neutron incident energy Eoin the center-of-mass system
(normalised to 1)
differential inelastic scattering cross
section at the neutron incident energy
E in the laboratory system
o
differential inelastic scattering cross
section at the neutron incident energy
E in the center-of-mass system
o
differential inelas scattering cross
section for excitation of the rest nucleus
level Ei at the neutron incident energy E
in the laboratory system 0
differential inelastic cross section for
excitation of the rest nucleus level Ei
at the neutron incident energy E in theo
center-of-mass system
differential cross section for elastic
and inelas scattering at the neutron
incident energy Eo to neutron outgoing
energies between Eo and E2 in the labora-tory system
differential cross section for elastic
















L coefficient f L in the Legendre-polynomial








(2L+I) f L (E) PL
(cos8)





L coefficient f L in the Legendre-polynomial









(2L+J) f L (E) PL (cos8)





L coefficient ft in the Legendre-polynomial
expansion of the differential inelastic
scattering cross section
La, m .






in the laboratory system
coefficient f~ in the Legendre-polynomial

















coefficient ft in the Legendre-polynomial
expansion of the differential inelastic


























expansion of the d ferential inelastic
cross for excitation of the rest
nucleus level





in the center-of-mass system
2
02,
0 0 (6) s 0 n+n
n+n I 4w
LGNIL 1• E2 L
2. E0
3. order Lm
coefficient f~2 in the Legendre-polynomial
expansion of the differential cross section
for elastic and inelastic scattering at
the neutron incident energy Eo to neutron
outgoing energies between Eo and EZ
L
m





o I (e) '"' --;----n+n
in the laboratory system
coefficient f~2 in the Legendre-polynomial
expansion of the differential cross section
for elastic and inelastic scattering at
the neutron ident energy Eo and E2
L
m

























parametrie representation of energy spectra
at incident neutron energy E
o
of neutrons inelastieally seattered to a
eontinuum of levels
of the two neutrons emitted by the (n,2n)
process
of the three neutrons emitted by the (n,3n)
proce8s
of fission neutrons








data type names Arguments Functional values
K-I Evaporation spectrum
(E') _ E''*exp(E'/a)X E -U E -Ue2*[I-exp (-_0-)*(1+~)Ja a
K-2 Maxwellian spectrum
(E') • lE'*exp(-E'/a)
e3/ 2*[f*erf <!°e-U - J~-U*exp (_EOa-U~
K-3 Watt-Cranberg spectrum
See formula for CHICR
K-4 Excitation of discrete levels
O' A2+ 1 A;'lX(E) - 0 E -(A+I)Z Eo + A+I '* EC~
3 functional values:
I. P - fraction of the spectrum
of type K to the total energy
distribution
2. e (nuclear temperature) -
for K ",. I. 2
a (spectrum parameter) -
for K .. 3
EC (level excitation energy)
for K ... 4
3. U - upper limit for the final
neutron energy - for K - I, Z
o < E' < E - U
- - 0
or b (s~ectrum parameter) -
for K ... 3
or A (atomic weight)- for K - 4
(I) The data items of AASTATUS are only formally divided into argument
and functional value. They contain the indicated text in successive order.
(Z) Eo for this and all pertinent further data types in the laboratory
system. This is also true for EZ'
